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PRODUCTION CELL INFORMATION
SYSTEM BASED ON ACTIVITY COSTS AND
AN ARCHITECTURE THEREFOR

loading process recipes; statistically calculating and report
ing alarm messages; collecting process information and
transmitting the information to an SPC (Statistical Process

Control) system for performing a process status analysis;

real-time monitoring current equipment situations (for
example, Working mode, pending mode, maintenance mode
or shutdoWn mode, etc.); and simultaneously monitoring

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

The present invention relates to a production cell infor
mation system and architecture therefor, and more particu
larly, to a production cell information system based on
activity costs and architecture therefor.

equipments of different model numbers, etc.
Referring to FIG. 1, FIG. 1 is a schematic diagram
shoWing the operation of a conventional MES, Wherein the
MES 10 monitors a plurality of equipment managers 20, and
each of the equipment managers monitors a plurality of
equipments 30. The MES is responsible for executing most

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

With the rapid development of economics and increas
ingly diversi?ed market demands, users have been asking
for better quality and performance of products, and mean

15

While, also for shortening the production cycle time. There
fore, the production techniques have to be developed for
meeting the requirements of more varieties, smaller lot siZe,
and larger lot quantity, Which satisfy the entire manufacture
requirements merely With one cycle. The modern manufac
turing techniques not only have to be highly ?exible and be
able to satisfy the quality and quantity requirements, but also
have to oWn novel production modes capable of facing the
fast market changes. It is perceivable that the future manu
facturing system must be a ?exible manufacturing system
Which can achieve the objectives of smart manufacturing,
virtual manufacturing and quick response to customer’s
needs.
Since an IC fabrication involves complicated manufac

50, so that a remote client 40 can access the information

through a Web broWser. HoWever, since the softWare system
of MES 10 is quite huge, and each of the equipment
managers usually controls and monitors doZens or up to

hundreds of equipments 30, the aforementioned MES 10,
25

sloW doWn due to the MES traffic jam; certain procedures,
such as lot control, cannot be executed until the information

from all equipments 30 has been collected, received, and
approved by the MES 10, and thus the report regarding the
de?ciency of each of the production cells is delayed and the
necessary decisions for objectives cannot be made; the
equipments 30 cannot be effectively monitored and managed
35

from the remote ends, since the Web server have been
hooked up to the MES 10.

Referring to FIG. 2, FIG. 2 is a schematic diagram

shoWing the relationship With regard to material ?oW (such

ing, passes the information stored in the database to users
speedily, or integrates various automatic facilities into an

integrated automatic production system. In January 1997,

Which is a centraliZed system used for executing most of the
procedures and information, is very likely to cause the

folloWing shortcomings, Wherein: execution speed Would be

turing steps, expensive processing equipments, numerous
product varieties and short product life cycles, IC makers
have to apply computer integrated manufacturing (CIM)
procedures for properly utiliZing all kinds of manufacturing
resources by controlling material and information ?oWs. The
so-called CIM is centraliZed With a database system by
means of computers, and then through a computer netWork

of the procedures, and also stores all the information to a
system database 60. After an equipment manager 20
receives a command from the MES 10, the equipment
manager then orders the equipments 30 to start making
production. The MES 10 is also equipped With a Web server

as material in and product out) and information ?oW in the
conventional MES, Wherein, after all parameters and data
40

are set in a MES 72, material 100 is inputted into a

from an article in Semiconductor International Journal, it is
reported that “the installation of a CIM system is mission
critical in the start-up of neW fabs and in the on-going

production cell 74 for manufacturing and outputting a prod
uct 102. Thereafter, major but simpli?ed kinds of production

development of current ones”, Wherein MES (Manufactur

performing the operation of quality control, and also dis

ing Execution system) is the core of CIM.
A MES is a real-time online computer system integrating
all kinds of information related to the production proce
dures, and the MES comprises the functions of: data col

information are sent to a quality inspection system 76 for
45

played on a display element 70 (such as a bulletin board or

displaying board). Because the information ?oW in the
conventional MES architecture has to cross over multiple

departments inside a factory, so that the operation of quality

lection; scheduling and inventory control; lot control; Work
?oW control; tracking of Work in process (WIP); equipment

control must costs more extra effort, and further it is very
ineffective for the onsite or direct personnel to obtain the

data management; recipe management; alarm and event
management and maintenance management, etc. The MES

information regarding the actual production ef?ciency.
Besides, the conventional MES is hard to execute the

activity-based production cost analysis/evaluation in shop

can assist manufacturers (such as IC makers) to collect
on-site data, and to convert the data into useful information

for controlling and managing the production site, thereby

?oor. For executing such of cost analysis/evaluation, the
55

information has to be collected ?rst and then batch sent to a

achieving the goals of automatic management and maximum

?nancial or accounting department inside the company for

ef?ciency for a factory. Currently, there are several com
mercial MES brands used for monitoring a factory site. For

completing cost analysis/evaluation in period, that have
failed to re?ect the cost and ef?cacy of each of the produc
tion cells in time. Moreover, the objective-oriented indica
tors usually cannot be computed until the cost analysis/

example, those specialiZed in the application of IC factory
are SiVieW made by IBM (International Business Machines)
for specialiZing in the application of IC factory, and Factory

evaluation is completed. Hence, the manufacturing process

Works made by Brooks Automation, etc. The functions of

cannot be improved in time, Which has a considerable

the aforementioned MESs covers the areas from collecting

in?uence on the production capacity, yield, and cost, etc.

data, displaying information, analyZing information, to sub
scribing and generating reports, such as collecting equip
ment data (for example, material usage, equipment unit

production and parameter settings, etc.); uploading/doWn

It is deserved to be mentioned that: for all kinds of
65

industrial production modes have been developed toWard the
target of small quantity With many varieties, the related
production techniques have also stressed on quick response
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to customer’s needs and accurate delivery time, thereby

database and an objective database. The Web server further

Wining orders and promoting competitiveness, and enabling

comprises a Web service subsystem.

the production capacity and process techniques to meet

Furthermore, according to the present invention, the
architecture for the production cell information system

market demands. Therefore, it is necessary to resolve the
aforementioned shortcomings of the conventional MES and

based on activity costs comprises: a presentation layer; a
business rules layer; a data object service layer; and an entity
layer. The architecture of the present invention is used for
building the production cell information system based on

its architecture as soon as possible.

Hence, there is a urgent need to develop a production cell
information system and an architecture therefore, so as to

activity costs.

overcome the disadvantages of the conventional MES and

its architecture, and meanWhile to effectively satisfy the
overall enterprise needs, such as ?nancial reports, operation

10

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

improvements, ef?cacy evaluation, inventory control, pro
duction planning, engineering design, order handling and

The foregoing aspects and many of the attendant advan
tages of this invention Will become more readily appreciated

customer relationship management, etc.
15

as the same becomes better understood by reference to the

folloWing detailed description, When taken in conjunction
With the accompanying draWings, Wherein:

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

According to the aforementioned background of the

FIG. 1 is a schematic diagram shoWing the operation of a

ventional MES is quite huge, and the conventional MES

conventional MES;
FIG. 2 is a schematic diagram shoWing the relationship

uses a centraliZed architecture, Wherein most of the proce

With regard to material How and information How in the

dures and information are handled and stored solely by a
MES. This type of executions all performed in one system
has caused a feW disadvantages, such as the bottleneck of

conventional MES;

present invention, since the softWare structure of the con

handling speed; failing to let on-site personnel be aWare of
the defects of production cell, and failing to effectively

25

FIG. 4 is a schematic diagram shoWing an architecture for
a production cell information system based on activity costs,

control the equipment from remote ends, etc.
Hence, it is an object of the present invention to provide
a production cell information system based on activity costs,

according to the present invention;
FIG. 5 is a schematic diagram shoWing the relationship
With regard to material How and information How in the
production cell information system based on activity costs,

and an architecture therefor. The present invention enables

the production cell information system integrated With an
equipment manager to perform most of the functions origi

according to the present invention; and

nally existing in the conventional MES, thereby effectively
distributing the executions and resolving the problem of
execution speed bottleneck caused by the conventional

FIG. 3 is a schematic diagram shoWing the operation of a
production cell information system based on activity costs,
according to the present invention;

FIG. 6 is a schematic diagram shoWing the How chart of
the cost evaluation, according to the present invention.
35

MES.
It is also an object of the present invention to provide a

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE
PREFERRED EMBODIMENT

production cell information system based on activity costs
and an architecture therefor. For each production cell, the

The present invention discloses a production cell infor

present invention uses resource and activity costs as a base 40 mation system based on activity costs and an architecture

to compute multiple indicators and to do the cost and effect

evaluation, thereby modifying production strategies and
laWs in time, so that the production capacity, yield, and cost
can be ef?ciently promoted.
It is further an object of the present invention to provide

45

therefore. The present invention ?rst divides a real factory
controlled by the large centraliZed MES into a plurality of
production cells that are in the form of pseudo pro?t center
and formed as groups, production lines or regions according
to the actual requirements. The present invention further

a production cell information system based on activity costs

installs a cell controller on each of the production cells, so

and an architecture therefor. The present invention installs a

that each of the production cells can perform most of the

Web server on every production cell, so that users on the

functions originally existing in the conventional MES (ex

client ends can access the inquired information from Web
broWsers, and also the on-site or direct personnel can obtain

cept the functions of scheduling, calculation of gross pro

duction efficiency, etc.), thereby effectively lifting the limits

the ?rst-hand production information promptly.
According the aforementioned objects of the present
invention, the present invention thus provides a production

of the centraliZed management system to overcome the

shortcomings of the centraliZed MES. Furthermore, each of
the production cells can collect and disclose the production
information according to its characteristics, thereby attain

cell information system based on activity costs and an

architecture therefor. According to the present invention, the
production cell information system based on activity costs

55

ing the optimum adjustment and ef?cacy.
Referring to FIG. 3 and FIG. 4, FIG. 3 is a schematic

comprises: a cell controller; an equipment manager, a data

diagram shoWing the operation of a production cell infor

service means; and a Web server. The cell controller com

mation system based on activity costs, according to the
present invention, and FIG. 4 is a schematic diagram shoW
ing an architecture for a production cell information system
based on activity costs, according to the present invention.
A production cell information system 130 of the present

prises: a lot control subsystem; a Work?oW control sub

system; an objective control subsystem; a WIP tracking
subsystem; an equipment data management subsystem, a
recipe management subsystem; an alarm event management
subsystem and a maintenance management subsystem. The
cell controller further comprises a function of cost evalua

tion. The equipment manager further comprises: a con?gu
ration control subsystem and a plurality of equipment driv
ers. The data service means further comprises: a local

65

invention based on activity costs comprises: a cell controller
131, an equipment manger 132, a data service means 135
and a Web server 134. The cell controller 131 further
comprises: a lot control subsystem 210, a Work?oW control

subsystem 212, an objective control subsystem 216, a WIP

US 6,976,033 B2
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tracking subsystem 218, an equipment data management
subsystem 226, a recipe management subsystem 220, an

264 one-to-one. All the subsystems in the business rules
layer 237 are connected through Ethernet. The number and
functions of the aforementioned subsystems are merely

alarm event management subsystem 224 and a maintenance

management subsystem 222. The equipment manager 132
further comprises: a con?guration control subsystem 228

stated as an eXample for explanation, and Will be different on

and a plurality of equipment drivers 248. The data service

invention is enabled, so that the present invention is not
limited thereto.

accordance With the actual requirements When the present

means 135 further comprises: a local database 262 and an
objective database 266. The Web server 134 further com

Please refer to FIG. 4, continuously. The data object
service layer 257 is mainly used for handling the transient
data passed from the data objects in the business rules layer
237, and mainly utiliZes DRAM (Dynamic Random Access
Memory) to speed up the treatment of large amount of
information. The data object service layer 257 comprises: a
lot data service object 240 for storing the dynamic data of

prises a Web service subsystem 214.
Please refer to FIG. 3 continuously. Most of the functions
eXisting in the conventional MES are performed in the cell
controller 131, and the commands are issued through the
equipment manager 132 to a plurality of equipments 133.
The production in the entire factory can be controlled and

monitored merely by a factory manager (not shoWn) through

15

storing the complete production information of a production
cell. Since the Workload on the equipment management is

greatly reduced, the present invention of the production cell
information system based on activity costs can overcome the

shortcomings of the centraliZed MES.
Please refer to FIG. 4 continuously. According to the
present invention, an architecture for the production cell
information system based on activity costs adopts a multi

layer architecture, Wherein the architecture comprises: a
presentation layer 207, a business rules layer 237, a data
object service layer 257 and an entity layer 277. The
presentation layer 207 provides tWo kinds of user interfaces,

each lot in processes; a source lot service object 242 for

recording the original information of each lot; a How data
service object 244 for describing the itemiZed information of
the lots moving in processes; an equipment data service
object 246 for temporarily storing the current status of each
of the equipments 264; the equipment drivers 248 for
providing an interface With each of the equipments 264 for
activating different motions; and an objective data service

a user interface 170. A system database 260 is used for

25

object 250 for recording the data regarding the indicators
and drivers under various objectives.
Please refer to FIG. 4 continuously. The entity layer 277
has the physical equipments 264 and the physical databases
used for storing the long-term records, and the physical
databases comprise: a system database 260 for storing the
complete production data for the production cell, such as the

and the user interface comprises one application GUI
(Graphic User Interface) 200 located on one end of the

the demands from remote users Who desire to inquire or 35

data from the source lot service object 242; a local database
262 for recording the equipment-related data of medium or
short term, Wherein, those data are not older than three
months in general, such as the data from the lot data service
object 240, the How data service object 244 or the equipment
data service object 246; and an objective database 266 for

broWse the on-site status of the production cell.
Please refer to FIG. 4 continuously. The business rules

beginning of operation, thereby cross-checking and analyZ

production cell, and one broWser GUI 202, Wherein the
former can be used for satisfying the demands from the
real-time applications located in the production cell con
nected in a local area netWork, and the latter for satisfying

collecting the objective data of the production cell from the

layer 237 is mainly used for handling various business rules
inside an enterprise, and comprises: a lot control subsystem

210 for tracking and recording the actual procedure and

40

progress for each lot inside the production cell; a Work?oW
control subsystem 212, Which is a handling center respon

sible for verifying and controlling the material ?oW by
eXpected ?oW inside the production cell; a Web service
subsystem 214 for providing services betWeen the broWser
GUI 202 and the application subsystems in business rules
layer 237, and also providing functions of safety and duty
veri?cation; an objective control subsystem 216 for de?ning
indicators, drivers and activities under objectives by

ing the variance of each indicator under the objectives, such
as the data from the objective service object 250.
On the other hand, one of the major features of the present
invention is to perform a cost evaluation on each production
cell, Wherein the activity costs of production line are used as
a base for computing the multiple indicators, so that the

production strategies can be modi?ed in time, thereby pro
45

moting the production capacity and yield. Referring FIG. 5,

traceable units, and thereafter recording the history and

FIG. 5 is a schematic diagram shoWing the relationship With
regard to material How and information How in the produc
tion cell information system based on activity costs, accord
ing to the present invention. In comparison With FIG. 2, all
the elements/functions shoWn in FIG. 5 are integrated and
eXecuted Within a production cell information system. A
production cell 110 has a built-in display element 110a, so

status of each traceable unit; a recipe management sub

that the production information not only can be sent to a

resources, and collecting the cost information of activities;
a WIP tracking subsystem 218 for ?rst dividing lots into

system 220 for recording and administering the product
corresponding recipes for associated equipment; a mainte

quality inspection system 140 by regular periods or by
55

triggered events, but also can be provided to the onsite or

direct personnel in real-time mode. The production cell 110
sends the pre-de?ned characteristics to function 120 of

nance management subsystem 222 for recording the

operation history of each equipment and reporting its main
tenance needs; an alarm event management subsystem 224

computing drivers of activity, so as to compute various

for managing the alarm messages With regard to equipments,
systems, processes and databases, thereby doing the corre
sponding treatments and duly responses; an equipment data

production activities and the constituents and relationship
among the driving factors regarding these activities, Wherein
the so-called activities comprises the operation targets
related to equipments, such as production activity, engineer

management subsystem 226 for administering and passing

ing adjustment activity and timely maintenance activity, etc.
After function 122 of forming objective-oriented multiple

the information collected from the equipments, such as

events, commands, alarms, status and characteristics, etc.;
and a con?guration control subsystem 228 for controlling a

65

indicators receives the computed drivers, the drivers are

plurality of equipments 264 through the equipment drivers

converted to numerical indicators that are quantitatively

248 Which monitor the behavior of each of the equipments

accessible according to the pre-de?ned formulae and rela

US 6,976,033 B2
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tionships among constituents. Thereafter, function 124 of

To sum up, the production cell 110 is responsible for the

calculating costs of resource adds the consideration and

production-related affairs. Although the production cell 110

calculation of costs to the results of indicators, so as to

does not have any authority for making the decision of price
and sales, yet it can still be quite independent in the areas
from resource allocation, activity arrangement, to produc

estimate the costs and efficacy of the activities related to

each resource. Then, function 126 of modifying strategies
receives the results generated from function 124 of calcu

tion strategies, it thus can be considered as a pseudo pro?t

lating costs of resource, and then adjusts or modi?es the

center. Within the pseudo pro?t center, the objectives are

elements of production procedure including the production
factors, such as process parameters, scheduling principles
and maintenance management, etc.
Please refer to FIG. 5 continuously. The display element

10

110a contained in the production cell 110 is provided for

tently increased, Whereby the adjustment and improvement

broWsing each of the indicators and the cost ef?cacy, so that

the results from function 122 of forming objective-oriented
multiple indicators can be vieWed by means of various
statistical charts or tables, and the results from function 124
of calculating costs of resource can also be displayed. The

15

an enterprise.

In a preferred embodiment of the present invention, the

equipments Which have similar designs or processes,

aforementioned feature is mainly performed in the objective

thereby effectively increasing manufacturing ef?ciency

control subsystem 216 as shoWn in FIG. 4, but the present
invention is not limited thereto. Referring to FIG. 6, FIG. 6
is a schematic diagram shoWing the How chart of the cost
25

evaluation, according to the present invention. The descrip
tion about the How chart is stated hereinafter. First, step 290
is performed to start a cost evaluation. In the assigning stage,

cells, or can be arranged in series to from a production line

according to the process sequence, thereby putting the
related processes together for effectively controlling the time
factors of manufacture, such as moving and transporting
time, queuing time, number of WIP, etc.

step 300 is performed by users for assigning physical
resources to a corresponding production cell, according to

the arrangement of on-site facilities, Wherein the physical
resources comprises labors, equipments and processes, etc.
Thereafter, step 310 is performed for identifying control
lable resource targets from the production cell, and the

Please refer to FIG. 5 continuously. The function 124 for
calculating costs of resource also takes the cost of personnel

arrangement into full consideration. The personnel arrange
ment includes the arrangements of direct personnel (such as

are made inside the production cell. Hence, the step of cost
evaluation of the present invention is to fully integrate a cost
system, an efficacy evaluation information system and a

Work?oW management, thereby improving the on-site ef?
cacy, and further enhancing the groWth and pro?tability of

production cell 110 can be formed by grouping the equip
ments, according to the actual production situations. The
grouping method basically is to classify and assemble the
about the factors, such as setup time, number of WIP,
scheduling, tool control and planning of standardiZed pro
cess, etc. In the real-World planning, the production equip
ments can be arranged in equipment groups or production

based on the costs of activity and resource, and all the
feedback information is based on these objectives as ulti
mate guidelines, and the modi?cation of strategies are also
based on the principle that the cost ef?cacy can be consis

35

resource targets comprises products, equipments, production

operators and on-site supervisors, etc.), indirect personnel

lines, processes, activities and clients. Further, the purchas

(such as process engineers and quality assurance engineers,

ing cost or basic cost involved in each resource target also

needs to be determined and set. Then, step 312 is performed

etc.), and management personnel (such as managers, etc.),

for choosing possible activities from the production cell, so

Wherein the direct personnel is involved full-time in a

production cell, and the indirect and management personnel

40

as to build the mapping drivers and vieWs. Thereafter, step

are involved part-time or at intervals in a production cell.

314 is performed for assigning indicators of objective,

Hence, for calculating the actual cost of goods sold, both the
activity drivers and the activity varieties and time in Which
personnel is involved, have to be effectively collected and

thereby con?guring the core items and formulae of indica
tors. After step 316 is performed for linking resource targets,
activities and objectives While in setup, then the result is
stored in a database and monitored by the objective control

calculated, so as to re?ect the actual cost. It is deserved to 45

be mentioned that the so-called resource includes the targets

subsystem.

from equipments, personnel, products, and processes,

Please refer to FIG. 6 continuously. In the collecting and
computing stage, When equipments and personnel are in the
controlled status ready for production, step 320 is performed
for registering equipments With characteristics of indicators.
Thereafter, When the activities have been executed, step 330
is performed for automatically collecting the characteristics
from the equipments. Then, according to the attributes
corresponding to the characteristics, step 340 is performed
for classifying the characteristics and calculating their indi
cator values. Then, step 350 is performed for feeding the

Wherein the cost calculations of resource are different due to

different targets of resource. For example, to calculate the

cost of equipments, besides the depreciation listed in the
asset indication, the actual product price also has to be taken
into account. To calculate the cost of personnel, the records
of events and operation history based on actual activities are
crosschecked and analyZed to obtain the actual time con
sumed in each of the activities, and the related information

55

is also collected according to the possible essential factors

(i.e. drivers of activity). With regard to the target of product,

indicator values back to pre-assigned resources. After step

it is stressed on collecting the speci?c time factors and

355 is performed for evaluating actual costs of physical

quality factors of product, Wherein the speci?c time factors

resources and generating a conclusion, step 360 is per

comprises production cycle time, con?guration time of

formed for determining if the conclusion is accepted and

equipments With regard to the product, and engineering

generating a result. If the result of step 360 is still not sure,

time. The quality factors are such as yield, reWorking ratio
and scrapping ratio, etc. Further, the factors such as material,
WIP and inventory amount, all are important in the cost
consideration. Hence, for the sake of ?nal net pro?t, every

the procedure returns to step 312 for setting up the drivers
and vieWs again according to the activities in the production
cell. If the result of step 360 is no (i.e. the conclusion of cost
evaluation is not acceptable.), step 370 is performed for
modifying strategies, and then the procedure returns to step
310 for identifying the resources again. If the result of step

cost of resource has to be actually calculated so as to

effectively re?ect the actual situations.

65
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assigning a plurality of indicators under a plurality of

360 is yes (ie the conclusion of cost evaluation is

objectives;

accepted.), step 390 is performed for ending the cost evalu
ation.
To sum up, one advantage of the present invention is to
provide a production cell information system based on
activity costs and an architecture therefor, Wherein the

linking said plurality of controllable resource targets,

said plurality of possible activities and said plurality
of objectives;
registering said plurality of equipments With a plurality
of characteristics, Wherein said plurality of charac

production cell information system in Which an equipment
manager is integrated performs most of the functions origi

teristics are obtained from said plurality of indica

nally existing in the conventional MES, thereby effectively
resolving the problem of execution speed bottleneck caused
by the conventional MES.
Another advantage of the present invention is to provide
a production cell information system based on activity costs
and an architecture therefor, Wherein multiple indicators
based on the activity costs are calculated right at the pro
duction line, so that the production strategies can be modi

10

15

?ed in time, thereby promoting the production capacity and
yield. The present invention enables every production cell in

cells;
said conclusion is not sure about Whether the objec
25

tive of said each of said production cells have been

achieved, returning to said step of choosing said
plurality of possible activities from said production

cell;
modifying a plurality of strategies, Wherein if said
conclusion indicates that the objectives of said each
of said production cells have not been achieved, ?rst

returning to said step of modifying said plurality of
strategies, then returning to said step of identifying

is equipped With a Web server, so that users at the client ends

said plurality of controllable resource targets from
35

means of Web broWsers.

said production cell; and
ending said cost evaluation, Wherein if said conclusion
indicates that the objectives of said each of said

As is understood by a person skilled in the art, the

foregoing preferred embodiments of the present invention
are illustrated of the present invention rather than limiting of
the present invention. It is intended to cover various modi
?cations and similar arrangements included Within the spirit
and scope of the appended claims, the scope of Which should

classifying said plurality of characteristics and calcu
lating a plurality of indicator values of said plurality
of characteristics;
feeding said plurality of indicator values back to said
plurality of physical resources pre-assigned;
evaluating the actual costs of said plurality of physical

determining if said conclusion has achieved the objec
tives of said each of said production cells, Wherein if

manufacturing cost and present the result in time, thus
enabling the personnel on the production cell to be person
ally Ware of the cost factors, thereby achieving the objec
tives of pro?t center.
Another advantage of the present invention is to provide
a production cell information system based on activity costs
and an architecture therefor, Wherein every production cell

can ef?ciently obtain the desired production information by

automatically collecting said plurality of characteristics
from said plurality of equipments;

resources, and generating a conclusion re?ecting the
cost and ef?cacy of said each of said production

a factory to effectively make real-time measurements about

its production output. With regard to enterprise internal
procedure, the present invention has the advantages of
improving the time factors in the activity procedure; reduc
ing the number of WIP; and promoting quality and yield.
Furthermore, With regard to customer service, the present
invention can shoW the ratio of on-time delivery, and With
regard to ?nance, the present invention can evaluate the

tors;

production cells have been achieved, performing
40

be accorded the broadest interpretation so as to encompass
all such modi?cations and similar structure.

said step of ending said cost evaluation;
an equipment manager, Wherein said equipment manager

further comprises: a con?guration control subsystem
and a plurality of equipment drivers;
a data service means, Wherein said data service means

further comprises: a local database and an objective

What is claimed is:

1. Aproduction cell information system performing func
tions based on activity costs, Wherein a factory is divided

into a plurality of production cells, and the production in
said factory is controlled and monitored merely by a factory
manager through a user interface, and each of said produc
tion cells includes said production cell information system

used for controlling a plurality of equipments belonging
thereto, said production cell information system comprising:
a cell controller used for executing at least one function 55

originally existing in a MES (Manufacturing Execution
system), and a cost evaluation, Wherein said MES alone

database; and
a Web server, Wherein said Web server further comprises
a Web service subsystem.

2. The production cell information system of claim 1,
Wherein said cell controller further comprises:
a lot control subsystem, Wherein said lot control sub

system is used for tracking and controlling the expected
and actual procedures and progress for a plurality of

lots inside said production cell;
a Work?oW control subsystem, Wherein said Work?oW

control subsystem is a handling center responsible for

verifying and controlling the material ?oW by expected
?oW inside the production cell;

is originally used to controlling all the equipments
currently belonging to said production cells, said cost
evaluation further comprising:
starting said cost evaluation;

an objective control subsystem, Wherein said objective
control subsystem is used for de?ning a plurality of

assigning a plurality of physical resources to said

indicators and a plurality of drivers under a plurality of

production cell;
identifying a plurality of controllable resource targets

from said production cell;
choosing a plurality of possible activities from said

production cell;

objectives;
a WIP (Work In Process) subsystem, Wherein said WIP
subsystem is used for dividing said plurality of lots into

a plurality of units, thereby recording the history and
status of each of said plurality of units;

US 6,976,033 B2
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a recipe management subsystem, Wherein said recipe
management subsystem is used for recording and man
aging a plurality of recipes corresponding to said

identifying a plurality of controllable resource targets

from said production cell;
choosing a plurality of possible activities from said

plurality of equipments;

production cell;

a maintenance management subsystem, Wherein said

assigning a plurality of indicators under a plurality of

maintenance management subsystem is responsible for
recording an operation history of each of said plurality
of equipments;

objectives;
linking said plurality of controllable resource targets,

an alarm event management subsystem; and

an equipment data management subsystem, Wherein said
equipment data management subsystem is used for
distributing a plurality of items collected from said
plurality of equipments, said plurality of items com
prising events, alarms, statuses and characteristics.
3. The production cell information system of claim 1,
Wherein said data service means is connected to said cell

10

teristics are obtained from said plurality of indica

tors;
15

controller.

?ed Within the past three months.

5. Aproduction cell information system performing func
tions based on activity costs, Wherein a factory is divided

into a plurality of production cells, and the production in
said factory is controlled and monitored merely by a factory

and generating a conclusion re?ecting the cost and
25

used for controlling a plurality of equipments belonging
thereto, said production cell information system comprising:

tive of said each of said production cells have been

originally existing in a MES (Manufacturing Execution

achieved, returning to said step of choosing said
plurality of possible activities from said production

system), and a cost evaluation, Wherein said MES alone

is originally used to controlling all the equipments

cell;

currently belonging to said production cells, said cell

modifying a plurality of strategies, Wherein if said

controller further comprising:

conclusion indicates that the objectives of said each
of said production cells have not been achieved, ?rst

a lot control subsystem, Wherein said lot control sub

system is used for tracking and controlling the

35

plurality of lots inside said production cell;

said production cell; and

control subsystem is responsible for monitoring and

production cell;

40

said step of ending said cost evaluation;
an equipment manager, Wherein said equipment manager

indicators and a plurality of drivers under a plurality

of objectives;
45

further comprises: a local database and an objective

database; and
a Web server, Wherein said Web server further comprises
a Web service subsystem.

6. The production cell information system of claim 5,

plurality of equipments;

Wherein said data service means is connected to said cell

controller.

a maintenance management subsystem, Wherein said

maintenance management subsystem is responsible

7. The production cell information system of claim 5,
55

plurality of equipments;
an equipment data management subsystem, Wherein
said equipment data management subsystem is used
for distributing a plurality of items collected from
said plurality of equipments, said plurality of items
comprising events, alarms, statuses and characteris

tics;
said cost evaluation further comprising:
assigning a plurality of physical resources to said

production cell;

Wherein said local database stores the data created or modi

?ed Within the past three months.
8. An architecture for a production cell information sys
tem performing functions based on activity costs, Wherein a
factory is divided into a plurality of production cells, and the

an alarm event management subsystem; and

starting said cost evaluation;

further comprises: a con?guration control subsystem
and a plurality of equipment drivers;
a data service means, Wherein said data service means

units, thereby recording the history and status of
each of said plurality of units;
a recipe management subsystem, Wherein said recipe
management subsystem is used for recording and
managing a plurality of recipes corresponding to said

for recording an operation history of each of said

ending said cost evaluation, Wherein if said conclusion
indicates that the objectives of said each of said

production cells have been achieved, performing

an objective control subsystem, Wherein said objective
control subsystem is used for de?ning a plurality of
a WIP subsystem, Wherein said WIP subsystem is used
for dividing said plurality of lots into a plurality of

returning to said step of modifying said plurality of
strategies, then returning to said step of identifying
said plurality of controllable resource targets from

a Work?oW control subsystem, Wherein said Work?oW

controlling the situation of material ?oW inside said

ef?cacy of said each of said production cells;
determining if said conclusion has achieved the objec
tives of said each of said production cells, Wherein if
said conclusion is not sure about Whether the objec

a cell controller used for executing a plurality of functions

expected and actual procedures and progress for a

automatically collecting said plurality of characteristics
from said plurality of equipments;
classifying said plurality of characteristics and calcu
lating a plurality of indicator values of said plurality
of characteristics;
feeding said plurality of indicator values back to said
plurality of physical resources pre-assigned;
evaluating the actual costs of said physical resources,

4. The production cell information system of claim 1,
Wherein said local database stores the data created or modi

manager through a user interface, and each of said produc
tion cells includes said production cell information system

said plurality of possible activities and said plurality
of objectives;
registering said plurality of equipments With a plurality
of characteristics, Wherein said plurality of charac

65

production in said factory is controlled and monitored
merely by a factory manager through a user interface, and
each of said production cells includes said production cell
information system used for controlling a plurality of equip
ments belonging thereto, said architecture comprising:
a presentation layer used for providing said user interface,
Wherein said user interface comprises an application

GUI (Graphic User Interface), and a broWser GUI;
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a business rules layer, wherein said business rules layer

identifying a plurality of controllable resource targets

comprises:

from said production cell;
choosing a plurality of possible activities from said

a lot control subsystem, Wherein said lot control sub

production cell;

system is used for tracking and recording the actual
procedure and progress for each lot inside the produc
tion cell;

assigning a plurality of indicators under a plurality of

a Work?oW control subsystem, Wherein said Work?oW

linking said plurality of controllable resource targets,

control subsystem is responsible for monitoring and

said plurality of possible activities and said plurality
of objectives;
registering said plurality of equipments With a plurality
of characteristics, Wherein said plurality of charac

objectives;

controlling the situation of material ?oW inside said

production cell;
a Web service subsystem, Wherein said Web service sub
system is used for providing communication and ser
vice betWeen said broWser GUI and said Work?oW

10

teristics are obtained from said plurality of indica

tors;

controller subsystem, and providing the function of

safety and duty distribution;
an objective control subsystem, Wherein said objective
control subsystem is used for de?ning a plurality of

15

indicators and a plurality of drivers under a plurality of

objectives;
a WIP subsystem, Wherein said WIP subsystem is used for

dividing said plurality of lots into a plurality of units,
thereby recording the history and status of each of said

ef?cacy of said each of said production cells;
determining if said conclusion has achieved the objec
tives of said each of said production cells, Wherein if
25

plurality of equipments;

achieved, returning to said step of choosing said
possible activities from said production cell;

maintenance management subsystem is responsible for
recording an operation history of each of said plurality
of equipments;

modifying a plurality of strategies, Wherein if said
conclusion indicates that the objectives of said each
of said production cells have been achieved, ?rst

an alarm event management subsystem;

an equipment data management subsystem, Wherein said
equipment data management subsystem is used for

returning to said step of modifying said of plurality
strategies, then returning to said step of identifying
said plurality of controllable resource targets from
35

production cells have been achieved, performing
said step of ending said cost evaluation; and
40

a lot data service object, Wherein said lot data service
45

a How data service object, Wherein said How data service

object is used for describing the itemiZed information
of said plurality of lots moving in a plurality of pro

55

object is stored in said system database; data in said lot data
service object, that in said How data service object and that
in said equipment data service object being stored in said
local database; data in said objective data service object
being stored in said objective database.
10. The architecture for said production cell information
system of claim 8, Wherein said subsystems in said business
rules layer are connected to a cell controller.

11. The architecture for said production cell information

one-on-one; and

system of claim 8, Wherein said data object service layer
utiliZes DRAM (Dynamic Random Access Memory) to

an objective data service object, Wherein said object data
service object is used for recording the data regarding
said plurality of indicators and said plurality of drivers
under said plurality of objectives so as to execute a cost

production cell;

and

system of claim 8, Wherein data in said source lot service

cesses;

assigning a plurality of physical resources to said

recordingdata related to said plurality of equipments;
an objective database, Wherein said objective database is
used for collecting objective data of said production
cell from the beginning of operation.
9. The architecture for said production cell information

object is used for recording the original information of
each of said plurality of lots;

evaluation, said cost evaluation further comprising:
starting said cost evaluation;

a system database, Wherein said system database is used
a local database, Wherein said local database is used for

a source lot service object, Wherein said source lot service

an equipment data service object, Wherein said equipment
data service object is used for temporarily storing the
current status of each of said plurality of equipments;
a plurality of equipment drivers, Wherein each of said
plurality of equipment drivers is used for monitoring
the behavior of each of said plurality of equipments

an entity layer, Wherein said entity layer comprises:

for storing complete production data for said produc
tion cell;

layer further comprises:
object is used for storing the dynamic data of each of
said plurality of lots;

said production cell; and
ending said cost evaluation, Wherein if said conclusion
indicates that the objectives of said each of said

plurality of equipments;
a data object service layer used for handling the transient
data passed from a plurality of data objects in said
business rules layer, Wherein said data object service

said conclusion is not sure about Whether the objec

tive of said each of said production cells have been

a maintenance management subsystem, Wherein said

distributing a plurality of items collected from said
plurality of equipments, said plurality of items com
prising events, alarms, statuses and characteristics; and
a con?guration control subsystem, Wherein said con?gu
ration control subsystem is used for controlling said

classifying said plurality of characteristics and calcu
lating a plurality of indicator values of said plurality
of characteristics;
feeding said plurality of indicator values back to said
plurality of physical resources pre-assigned;
evaluating the actual costs of said physical resources,
and generating a conclusion re?ecting the cost and

plurality of units;
a recipe management subsystem, Wherein said recipe
management subsystem is used for recording and man
aging a plurality of recipes corresponding to said

automatically collecting said plurality of characteristics
from said plurality of equipments;
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speed up the treatment of large amount of information.
12. The architecture for said production cell information
system of claim 8, Wherein said local database stores said
data created or modi?ed Within the past three months.

